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LIVING

Who would
poison a
pride of lions?

‘L

ions,” so begins
Sir David
Attenborough’s
narrative of the
recent episode of
Dynasties, “are the
image of majesty and, indeed, of
Africa itself.” It is a sentiment with
which few would disagree. And it is
what makes the scenes that follow so
difficult to watch.
The episode of the hit BBC series
follows the struggle for survival of
one of Africa’s foremost lion families,
the Marsh Pride, which occupies a
territory on the edge of the Maasai
Mara National Reserve in Kenya.
Abandoned by the males, the future
of the pride has been left dependent
on two adult matriarchs, Charm and
Sienna, with eight cubs between
them to feed and protect.
Every kill is hard-fought, so when
the pride happens upon a carcass,
they feed. But one by one the lions
succumb to the effects of what was
probably the illegal pesticide
carbofuran that laced the meal,
presumably left by a herdsman to kill
the carnivores attacking his cattle.
Sienna limps off alone to die, and
Charm is forced to leave one of her
male cubs for dead.
This image of humanity’s
intervention in the wild may have
shocked viewers, but for those on
the front line fighting to save Africa’s
lions, it is a familiar occurrence.
“Often it is the smell that leads
you to the body of a poisoned lion,”
says Dr Amy Dickman, Kaplan senior

research fellow at Oxford University’s
wildlife conservation research unit,
and a leading authority on human and
carnivore conflict.
“We’ve discovered heavily pregnant
females killed where, when you cut
them open, there are three to four
cubs ready to be born. Our guys have
cried when we have come across such
indiscriminate killing.”
In spite of their ferocious talents as
apex predators, and the unmistakable
air of natural superiority to which
anybody fortunate enough to catch a
glimpse of one in the wild can attest,
the African lion is in serious trouble.
In the 20 years since Dr Dickman
has been studying populations, their
numbers have roughly halved. Current
estimates suggest there are just 22,000
lions living in the wild across Africa,
comprising a mere eight per cent of
their historic range.
While trophy hunting is what makes
the headlines, this is generally a
regulated industry, with older adult
males allowed to be killed. Of far
greater concern to conservationists is
that, as human populations expand,
while fertile land dwindles due to
climate change, people and lions are
coming into ever greater conflict.
Farmers often resort to spearing,
shooting or, increasingly, poisoning
them to protect livestock and families.
“That sort of persecution is prevalent
across Africa,” Dr Dickman says. “This
isn’t to castigate local people. They do
what any one of us would if our
livelihoods and children were
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threatened. The reality is that they are
extremely difficult to live alongside.”
Few know the Marsh Pride as
intimately as Jonathan Scott, the
British wildlife photographer,
television presenter and zoologist.
Since 1977, he and his wife, Angela,
have followed the lions as the stars of
their Big Cat series. The 69-year-old,
who lives in Nairobi, keeps a cottage at
Governor’s Camp in the heart of the
Maasai Mara reserve, and close to the
Musiara Marsh, after which the pride
takes its name.
“Poison is wreaking havoc,” Scott
says. “These pesticides are cheap, easy
to obtain and toxic to carnivores.
When I first arrived here you didn’t
hear a lot about poisoning, but over
the past decade or so it has increased.”
Since the BBC cameras stopped
filming, Scott has continued to
monitor the pride, which was forced
from its lands by an influx of male
cubs, whom he and his fellow
conservationists called “The
Warriors”. To protect their cubs –
which can be targets for unknown
males – Charm and the other females
moved to the north of the reserve.
Though the bulk of the pride has
returned to the Musiara Marsh, Charm
is now missing – feared dead.
“She was a magnificent lioness with
a big head and distinctive bushy black
tail. We loved spending time with her,”
Scott says. “We are deeply immersed
in the lives of these cats.”
Scott presents his latest series, Big
Cat Tales (shortly due to air in the UK
on the Animal Planet channel),
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alongside a Maasai conservationist
called Jackson Ole Looseyia. The
51-year-old has lived his whole life
alongside lions in the reserve.
Traditionally, Maasai warriors would
prove their strength by killing the
most ferocious lion they could find
but, he says, this is a practice that has
ceased in recent years.
When livestock is attacked, however,
the retaliatory killings continue: “You
have to understand that livestock is the
bank account of the Maasai,” he says. “If
a robber comes and robs a bank, what
do you expect? In the past, people
would go after the lion with spears.
Now they can poison those animals
without endangering their own life.”
Regardless of the difficulties of
living alongside lions, he insists the
entire Maasai people are passionate
about preserving the populations.
“Without lions, we would be alone
here. We believe they must continue
to be part of our lives,” he says. “People
are injured, lives are lost, but our
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community has consistently said we
want to be with these lions, even if it
is painful and hard.”
Paul De Ornellas, chief adviser in
wildlife for WWF, says the
organisation is working with local
communities to minimise conflict by
helping to erect “bomas” – fenced
enclosures to protect livestock herds
– install electric lighting in rural
villages, and train rapid reaction
teams to identify and minimise
poisoning incidents.
Dr Dickman is working on similar
community engagement
programmes through the Ruaha
Carnivore Project in Tanzania, which
she founded in 2009. But she stresses
that real progress cannot be made
until people who live alongside
wildlife can draw real economic
benefit from doing so.
Simon Blakeney, the producer of
the Dynasties episode, admitted in a
recent interview with the Daily
Telegraph that until filming in
Kenya he had no idea the situation
with Africa’s lions was so severe.
“You could very easily see a
situation in the not-too-distant
future in which lions have become
extinct,” he said.
Dr Dickman remains hopeful of
preserving these creatures in the
wild. The worst-case scenario she
envisages is populations residing in
well-protected nature reserves, and
everything else wiped out. “That
would mean a tiny fragment of what
was once there,” she says. “Lions
there in body but not in spirit.”

